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Observations 

Gospels were not written to be a biography of Jesus. 

Purpose is clearly stated in John 20:31 –  

These are written so that you may come to believe that Jesus is the Messiah, the Son of God,  

and that through believing you may have life in his name. 

 

What we learn about the life of Jesus is viewed in light of this primary goal.   

Each gospel bears the distinctive character of the individual writer. 

New Testament writers reflect back to events recorded in the Old Testament. 

It brings to completion what was started in the past. 

 

In this study we will see how the resurrection of Jesus initiated a new deliverance for his people. 

In the cross and resurrection God delivered his people from sin and death. 

New community of God is to be seen as being a continuation with those who came before. 

Slavery to sin is seen as the universal problem. 

Deliverance by God goes beyond national boundaries. 

 

 
 

Matthew 27-28  

Outline and order within the passion narrative in Matthew is almost identical to Mark. 

We will deal primarily with the passages that are unique to Matthew. 

 

Matthew 27:3-10 

Death of Judas is only recorded in Matthew.   

Significant that writer inserted the story into middle of narrative about Jesus’ trial before Pilate. 

Historically it is inaccurate as chief priests were with Pilate (vs. 2, 12) and not in the temple. 

Purpose that writer placed it here is therefore theological. 

Behavior of Judas was meant to cast light on what was done by the chief priests and Pilate. 

Judas appears on the scene now in order to remind us that Jesus is innocent. 

It is Pilate who finds Jesus innocent but Jesus is brought before him out of envy. 

Jewish leaders openly deny their guilt. 

However, they had to concede that they could not accept the money as a temple offering. 

It was blood money and with those words they acknowledge their guilt. 



Position in this part of the gospel serves another purpose. 

It is in close proximity to the story about Peter (26:69-75). 

Both disciples are guilty of a serious sin against Jesus. 

But Peter shows genuine repentance by remembering what Jesus said and by weeping bitterly. 

Judas was merely seized with remorse. 

Greek word used in vs. 3 is metameleō which means regret or to change one’s mind. 

Judas recognized that he made a serious mistake. 

He failed to throw himself on the mercy of God. 

He atoned for his sins by returning the tainted money. 

Aside from his sin of betrayal, there was the collapse of his faith in the God of grace. 

 

In this story the writer also illustrates Jesus’ status as a true prophet. 

End of Judas is the fulfillment of Jesus’ prediction in 26:24. 

It also constitutes a fulfillment of the Old Testament prophecy. 

It shows that everything that happens to Jesus is in accord with the plans of God. 

Writer emphasizes this through the use of his customary fulfillment formula: 

Quoted Scripture is not found in any one Old Testament passage. 

It is an adaptation and conflation of phrases in Zechariah 11:13 and allusions to Jeremiah. 

Jeremiah was known as the prophet of bloodshed and judgment. 

 

In the trial before Pilate the function of the account is again not historical but theological. 

For the writer it was when Israel assumed full responsibility for the death of Jesus. 

From the perspective of the writer this would warrant judgment (21:43): 

Therefore I tell you, the kingdom of God will be taken away from you  

and given to a people that produces the fruit of the kingdom. 

 

Matthew 27:19 and 24-25 

Writer does not spend time dwelling on the silence of Jesus before Pilate.  

In his view it would be theologically inappropriate for Jesus to speak in his own defense.   

Charge was a valid one as Jesus did claim to be king of Israel. 

 

In addition, Jesus went to his death in accordance with the will of his Father (26:36-46). 

It is theologically important to the writer to transfer the responsibility to the Jewish leaders. 

In vs. 19 he inserted a story about the wife of Pilate who was warned by God in a dream. 

Pilate listened to this divine warning and refused to take responsibility for the death of Jesus. 

In vs. 20 the Greek word for people is laos and is a term reserved for Israel. 

Intention was to show theologically that Israel rejected its Messiah in a definitive way. 

Attitude was countered later with a more positive declaration articulated by Paul in Romans 11. 

 

Story of the execution of Jesus contains remarkably few details. 

Narrative says very little about Jesus who remains almost entirely passive.  

Details given concern the spectators. 

 

Question: How could Jesus be the Messiah when he proved so helpless against the Romans? 

Writer answers the question by showing how these indignities fulfilled the prophecies of old. 

God sent one who would renounce the use of force and submit to suffering and death. 



Question: Did Jesus really feel abandoned by God? 

Writer believes that Jesus did because it points to the deepest mystery of the saving event. 

Jesus was sinless so to be abandoned meant he was giving his life as a ransom for sinners.   

Separation from God was the price of sin and Jesus paid that price on behalf of others. 

 

Matthew 27:52-53 

Darkness that covered the land represented the depth of human sin and judgment of God. 

Torn curtain was the first comment by God on the death of Jesus. 

Writer adds three more – the earthquake, the splitting of the rocks, the resurrection of the saints. 

 

Matthew 27:57 

Writer stressed different elements of the burial account. 

He identified Joseph as a rich man to fulfill the prophecy in Isaiah 53:9. 

He also made the relationship to Jesus explicit as he was a disciple of Jesus. 

Body of Jesus was not treated with contempt by enemies but was given personal care. 

Underscored his devotion to Jesus as the linen cloth was clean and the tomb was his own. 

 

Matthew 27:62-66 

Matthew is the only source for the tradition that the tomb was placed under surveillance. 

Suspicion was that the disciples would attempt to steal the body and fabricate resurrection story. 

From a historical perspective it is improbable that this was a concern. 

Narrative was being told as a rhetorical response to rumors (also noted in 28:15). 

Ancient world was not as skeptical about the appearance of dead people as we are. 

Writer was simply preparing his defense for the discovery of the empty tomb by the women. 

 

Matthew 28:2-4 

Easter is seen as God’s comment on Good Friday. 

In Matthew the empty tomb is presented not as proof but as a sign of the resurrection. 

But the emptiness of the tomb needed interpretation. 

In Matthew the story is enhanced in several ways: 

Arrival of angels was accompanied by an earthquake (as was the death of Jesus). 

Angels rolled back the large, sealed stone and sat upon it. 

Appearance of angels was reminiscent of Daniel 7:9 and 10:6. 

Details pointed to the majesty and power of God. 

Focus of the narrative was on the message of the angel: He has been raised. 

In Matthew the phrase – as he said – is added. 

Resurrection was seen as an eschatological event and it ushered in a new era. 

 

Matthew 28:9-10 

Only in Matthew and John do we have an encounter between Mary Magdalene and Jesus. 

Jesus’ message for the disciples was little more than an echo of what the angel already said. 

One significant addition is that the word disciple is replaced by brothers. 

Substitution indicated Jesus’ forgiveness of the ten who forsook him (26:56). 

It included the one who denied him, Peter.   

None of the New Testament writers dared to describe Jesus’ emergence from the tomb. 

 



Matthew 28:16-20 

Importance of this passage leads to a proper understanding of the Gospel of Matthew. 

In Matthew the commissioning encounter takes place in Galilee. 

Writer puts the appearance on a mountain. 

Writer uses such a location for the temptation, the transfiguration and for the Sermon on Mount. 

Great Commission is prefaced with one of the most Christological statements: 

All authority in heaven and on earth has been given to me. 

 

Jesus was not waiting passively in heaven for his glorious arrival as judge and king. 

He was already exercising his Lordship as the Son of God. 

Target of the commission was to all the Gentiles (use of all nations is less accurate). 

Greek-speaking Jews used ethnos as a way of speaking about non-Jewish individuals. 

Mission to Israel (filled with persecution and frustration) was unsuccessful. 

Jewish converts were not excluded but the focus of the mission must be to the Gentile world. 

 

Most remarkable feature of this statement is the absence of any call to preach the gospel. 

There is also no demand for faith as a precondition for baptism. 

Writer seems to take both for granted. 

What new converts cannot take for granted is Jesus’ moral demands. 

What is stressed is that the Gentiles must be disciples. 

What it means is explored in vs. 20 – teaching them to observe all that I commanded you. 

For this writer, Jesus was not a legislator of a new code of laws. 

Jesus is the God-authorized and final interpreter of the Torah. 

To do what Jesus taught was to do the will of the Father in heaven. 

Writer perceived baptism as occurring in the middle of a discipling-teaching process. 

Nothing was explicitly said in the commission about building the church. 

Emphasis on teaching clearly pointed in the direction of nurturing a community. 

Jesus (as Son) was the miraculously born Messiah who was destined from birth to be exalted. 
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Gospel of Peter 

Gospel was recovered in 1886 by the French archaeologist Urbain Bouriant. 

It was found in the modern Egyptian city of Akhmim (sixty miles north of Nag Hammadi). 

Fragmentary gospel was the first non-canonical gospel to have been discovered. 

From the passion sequence that was preserved, it is clear it was a narrative gospel. 

Two other papyrus fragments were uncovered later and published in 1972. 

Possibly from the Gospel of Peter the text suggests more than just a passion narrative. 

Small fragments give first-person accounts of discussions between Jesus and Peter. 

 

Opening leaves of the text are lost so the Passion starts abruptly with the trial of Jesus. 

It closes with an unusual and detailed version of the watch over the tomb and the resurrection. 

It is more detailed in its account of the events after the crucifixion than the canonical gospels. 

It varies from the canonical accounts in numerous details such as: 

Herod gives the order for the execution and not Pilate who is exonerated. 

Joseph of Arimathea was an acquaintance of Pilate. 

When the darkness came many went about with lamps, supposing that it was night.   

Jesus’ cries from the cross are reported in Peter as My power, my power, those hast forsaken me. 

Immediately after those words Jesus was taken up (suggesting that he did not die). 

Gospel also recorded that Jesus remained silent on the cross as though he felt no pain. 

For the latter two reasons, the early Christians accused the writer of docetism. 

Docetism is the belief that Jesus only seemed to be human and his humanity was an illusion. 

 

Disciples hid during the trial because they were being sought out on suspicion. 

Authorities thought they were plotting to set fire to the temple. 

Gospel totally rejects any possibility of their disloyalty. 

Centurion who kept watch at the tomb was given the name of Petronius. 

And with them came elders and scribes to the sepulcher 

Having rolled a great stone together with the centurion and the soldiers 

All who were there together set it at the door of the sepulcher 

They affixed seven seals and pitched a tent there and guarded it 

Early in the morning as the Sabbath was drawing on there came a multitude from Jerusalem 

All came from the region round about so that they might see the sepulcher that was sealed 

 

Resurrection and Ascension are described in detail and occurred on the same day: 

In the night in which the Lord’s day was drawing on 

As the soldiers kept guard two by two in a watch 

There was a great voice in the heaven and they saw the heavens opened 

And two men descended with a great light and approached the tomb 

And the stone that was put at the door rolled of itself and made way in part 

And the tomb was opened and both men entered in 

 

When therefore those soldiers saw it they awakened the centurion and the elders 

For they too were close by keeping guard 

And as they declared what things they had seen  

Again they saw three men come forth from the tomb 

Two of them were supporting one and a cross followed them 



And the heads of the two reached to heaven  

But the head of him who was led by them over-passed the heavens 

And they heard a voice from the heavens saying – 

You have preached to them that sleep 

And a response was heard from the cross – Yes 

 

One scholar shows that the gospel derived its unusual description of the cross from Psalm 18. 

Text then proceeds to follow the Gospel of Mark with the short ending. 

It adds an extra scene set during the Feast of Unleavened Bread. 

In that scene the disciples leave Jerusalem with Jesus being physically seen. 

 

Assignment for September 25 

Deliverance of the Church 

Mark 15-16 / Luke 23-24 / John 19-20 

 

Declaration of the Evangelical Lutheran Church in America to the Jewish Community 

Guidelines for Lutheran-Jewish Relations 

 

 

 


